The division will research each signer who signed in each petition booklet. This involves a manual search of the statewide voter registration system for each signer to determine if they are a qualified registered voter. If a successful match is found and the signer provided all the required information, name, address, identifier, signature and date of signature, the signer will be manually qualified and appear in the *(M)* Manually Qualified column. If the signer did not provide all the required information when signing the petition or the signer is not a qualified registered voter, the column located on the right-hand side of the report reflects the reason for disqualification.

If a signer’s voter registration record was inactivated before the receipt of the petition booklets, such as a voter who may have signed a booklet and then passed away after signing, will appear in the *(H)* Inactive Qualified column. Since the signer was a qualified registered voter at the time of signing the petition, they would qualify as an eligible signature.